Abstract-Correct modeling of the equivalent circuits regarding solar cell and panels is today an essential tool for power optimization. However, the parameter extraction of those circuits is still a quite difficult task that normally requires both experimental data and calculation procedures, generally not available to the normal user. This paper presents a new analytical method that easily calculates the equivalent circuit parameters from the data that manufacturers usually provide. The analytical approximation is based on a new methodology, since methods developed until now to obtain the aforementioned equivalent circuit parameters from manufacturer's data have always been numerical or heuristic. Results from the present method are as accurate as the ones resulting from other more complex (numerical) existing methods in terms of calculation process and resources.
INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic energy is a growing industry available to an increasing number of users. The average user has changed within the past years, currently is not linked to any research or engineering project and does not have the ability or equipment to perform tests with solar panels. Nevertheless, a quite deep knowledge of the solar cells/panels behavior remains highly desirable to maximize power extraction. This knowledge is usually based on equivalent circuit modeling of the mentioned solar cells/panels from experimental results or manufacturers' data. In any case, to obtain this circuit, that is, to extract the equivalent circuit parameters, a complicated process is required. Existing numerical methods to obtain the mentioned circuit parameters from the manufacturer's data are iterative and non-straight forward methods. The aim of the present work is to develop a new analytical and non-iterative method that easily calculates the equivalent circuit parameters from manufacturer data. The calculated equivalent electric circuit accurately reproduces the I-V (current-voltage) curve of the panel. The proposed analytical method could be a useful tool for different applications such as power extraction optimization, solar panels selection, or development of new MPPT (Maximum Peak Power Tracking) methods.
II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
Along the twentieth century different equivalent circuits for a solar cell have been developed. Typically the choice of one or another equivalent circuit depends on the accuracy desired for the fitting of the modeled I-V curve to the experimental I-V curve. One of the most commonly used equivalent circuits that simulates the solar cell or panel behavior, is composed by a constant current source, a diode and two resistors, one shunt and one in series [1] . In Fig. 1 I pv is the current of the current source, I D is the current thought the diode, R s the series resistance and R sh the shunt resistance. Using the Shockley model [2] for the diode, the equation corresponding to this circuit can be expressed as follows:
where I 0 is the saturation current of the diode, a is the ideality factor that takes into account the deviation of the diode from the Shockley diffusion theory, N is the number of solar cells in series (in subsequent calculations N is considered to be 1, for a different figure, N ≠ 1, the corresponding equation can be obtained just replacing a with Na). Finally, V T is the thermal voltage of the diode, a constant that depends of the temperature, T, the Boltzmann constant, k, and the charge of the electron, q, with the equation: 
The equivalent circuit model on Fig. 1 contains five unknown parameters: I pv , R s , R sh , I 0 and a; to be estimated from experimental data of the I-V curve.
III. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
In general, the main disadvantage of these equivalent circuit models is the determination of the parameters. This determination often gives inaccurate results because of the great simplifications made in equations [3] . Most of the not simplified methods are iterative or imply methods for solving multiple equations like the minimum least squares method [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, as discussed in this section, an adequate approximation to the problem, with justified and appropriate simplification, allows to reduce it to a series of decoupled equations, so the circuit parameters can be then determined in a simple, precise, and noniterative way.
A. Boundary conditions and available information
As discussed in Section II, the equivalent circuit selected in the present work requires the determination of five parameters for representing the I-V curve. This implies that at least 5 boundary conditions of the curve must be identified. These boundary conditions can be obtained from experimental tests or from the information provided by the manufacturer. This second option is more interesting from the standpoint of cost savings, but has the problem that the manufacturer does not always provide comprehensive information with regard to the I-V curve.
Most solar cell manufacturers usually provide the values of at least three points of the I-V curve. Open circuit (V oc ; 0), short circuit (0; I sc ) and maximum power point (I mp ; V mp ). That provides four known data and four boundary conditions. Nevertheless, these four equations are not enough to identify the five mentioned parameters, for this reason, in absence of more information, one of the five parameters has to be estimated. The value of the diode constant, a, is normally within the bracket [1, 1.5] for a single junction solar cell [4] . Some authors [4] , [8] , [9] propose to give it an initial value in order to reduce the number of parameters to four. This allows to obtain a full set of parameters that satisfies the boundary conditions of the manufacturer. The estimated value of a will affect the curvature of the I-V curve, so, if further information of the curve is available, its value may be adjusted in order to obtain a better fit.
B. Equations from boundary conditions
In this subsection the equations for the four boundary conditions usually provided by the manufacturer will be simplified and adequately combined to obtain a set of decoupled equations. All simplifications have been made taking into account the value of other equivalent circuit parameters taken from different authors [10] [11] [12] , in order to determine the order of magnitude of the different terms in the equations. Equation (1) at short circuit point can be rewritten as:
and simplified to [8] , [13] :
• Also, at open circuit point, equation (1) can be rewritten as:
that, using (4), can be simplified to [14] , [15] :
• Finally, equation (1) can be derived, at maximum power point, to:
that, using (4) and (6) 
• The condition of zero derivative for the power at maximum power point can be mathematically expressed as [10] :
Using the above condition in (1), introducing (4), (6) and (8) and then simplifying, it is possible to obtain: 
C. Resolution process In the previous section four decoupled equations that solve the calculation of the remaining four parameters in a linear way
have been derived. The process to calculate the parameters of the equivalent circuit, from the four boundary conditions given at a certain temperature, is then as follows:
• Estimate the parameter a. Its value is supposed to be in the bracket [1, 1.5] . For a better approach existing data referred to the considered cell type, may be considered.
• Obtain the value of R s form equation (10) .
• Obtain the value of R sh form equation (11) .
• Obtain the value of I 0 form equation (6) .
• Obtain the value of I pv form equation (4) .
If additional information about the I-V curve is available, it can be used to re-estimate the parameter a.
IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this section the performance and accuracy of the method developed is analyzed. To do so, the results will be compared with other existing methods with similar objectives. The other methods discussed are also based on data provided by the manufacturer to obtain the parameters of the equivalent circuit. In Table I the boundary conditions of analyzed solar panels are included [18] [19] . In Table II the parameters of the equivalent circuit from these references and the one obtained with present method are included. In this section, as an example of the application of the present method, the equivalent circuit parameters of a modern cell are calculated. The resulting I-V curve is compared to the experimental curve supplied by the manufacturer [21] . For comparison purposes with other existing methods, equivalent circuit and I-V curve are also calculated with the software [22] provided by the author of [4] . The solar cell analyzed is the triple-junction solar cell ZTJ 29.5% from Emcore TM [21] . The I-V curve characteristics of this cell are summarized in Table  IV . As it is a triple junction solar cell, N can be considered as N = 3. Given a = 1.3 as an estimated value of the parameter, the other parameters and the I-V characteristics of the equivalent circuit obtained with the present method have been calculated, and are included in Table V The results obtained using formulation from reference [4] are also included. The experimental I-V curve of the manufacturer and the I-V curves of the equivalent circuits obtained with the present method and method from reference [4] are shown in Fig. 2 . The differences between experimental and estimated curves are also shown for both methods in the same figure. The simplicity of the method makes it a powerfull tool for multiple calculations of equivalent circuits, with different temperature and illumination conditions. Also, in presence of additional information about the I-V curve the method can be used to optimize the equivalent circuit, for example by obtaining the optimal value of a that minimizes the difference between experimental and calculated I-V curve. Varying the value of parameter a, the resulting I-V curve maintains the tree operating points but changes its curvature slightly. This particular manufacturer, Emcore, provides a complete experimental I-V curve of the solar cell analyzed. With this additional information it is possible to estimate a better value of parameter a, improving the fitting of the equivalent circuit behavior to the experimental I-V curve. To quantify the accuracy of the fitting, the root-mean-squared difference to the experimental results, RMSE:
has been used previously by other authors [17] . In the above expression I i and I cal , i are respectively the experimental current and the calculated current (from the equivalent circuit) at the same voltage level, and m is the number of points used in the comparison. The equivalent circuit has been calculated for values of parameters a within the bracket [1-1.5] . Using the procedure defined in Chapter III, Section C. For each set of parameters the value of the parameter RMSE has been calculated obtaining a minimum value for a = 1.1794, see Fig.  3 . Figure 3 . RMSE of the equivalent circuit, calculated with present method, depending on the estimated value for the parameter a. ZTJ EMCORE solar cells.
The parameters of the optimized equivalent circuit are included in Table VI . In Fig. 4 the experimental I-V curve of the manufacturer and the I-V curve of the optimized equivalent circuit obtained with the present method are shown, together with the difference between both curves. VI. CONCLUSIONS The aim of this work is to present an easy and accurate method to calculate the equivalent circuit parameters of a solar cell or solar panel from only the data that manufacturers usually provide. For that, an analytical method has been chosen. The analytical approximation to this particular problem is a novel approach, since methods developed until now to obtain the equivalent circuit parameters from manufacturer data have always been numerical or heuristic [18] . The result is a simple, non-iterative and straightforward method. Compared to similar methods from the available literature, the accuracy of the results seems to be high, the difference with experimental results being less than 1% in terms of current around the maximum power point. There are several possible applications for this method. From the authors' point of view, its simplicity and accuracy would make it interesting for end users with little calculation and testing resources. Also, the procedure described in the present work seems to be very appropriate for multiple calculations of equivalent circuits or determination of initial values for numerical methods. 
